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Teacher Appreciation Week!
By Sarah Voelker

Show Me The Money
CTE Celebration for CTE Program Seniors

What is the refugee crisis? Does it
need more attention?
By: Ayah Arafeh

The first week of May was Teacher
Appreciation Week, which is basically a
week long celebration to recognize teachers
and the contributions they make to
education and society. This is important
because quite honestly, teachers get
overlooked on a daily basis.
There is a stigma on teaching. One that says
that it’s an easy job, one that underappreciates everything they do day to day to
for their students. Many people might not
understand the true role that teachers take on
daily. Not only are they educators, they are
advocated and support for students.
Teachers, without a doubt, deserve all of the
recognition and celebration they can get.
Some students rely so heavily on the support
of a teacher educationally and emotionally,
which is what most people don’t recognize.
Teaching takes a toll on educators, and they
stay because of the passion they have for
their students.
This week, our school planned a wonderful
set of surprises for our teachers. Each day
they have something different for our
teachers here at Brashear. For example, on
Monday, there was a lovely continental
breakfast for all teachers to enjoy. These
things that are planned for teachers are just
one token of appreciation for all that they
do. Make sure to thank your teachers and
show your gratitude for them every week,
not only when it’s Teacher Appreciation
Week!

Pictured above: MPaC Seniors and Mr. Weiblinger
pose with a BIG check that Andrew Henning won for
the CTE essay contest.

Contributed by Mr. Weiblinger
On May 5th, CTE (Career & Technology
Education) seniors from across the district
celebrated for one last time at the PFT
(Pittsburgh Federation of Teachers)
Building on the South Side of the 'Burgh.
The formal event was highlighted by a sitdown dinner and guest speakers such as PPS
interim superintendent, Wayne Walters.
Seniors were given awards for their
certifications and passing the NOCTI
(National Occupational Competency Testing
Institute — an American certifying body
that tests students on their abilities to
perform the skills needed in a career), their
end of program assessment. They were also
able to participate in fun activities such as
360 Photo Booth, cupcakes, candy, and
meeting with people such as college
representatives. Andrew Henning from
MPaC won second place in the district essay
contest for describing how CTE has
impacted his future. GO BULLS!
Pictured below: Ken Gunia shakes hands with
community members as he accepts his awards for
certifications and NOCTI completion.

A refugee is someone who leaves their
country for reasons having to deal with issues
in their country of origin such as war and
famine. So far, 26.6 million people have been
forcibly displaced. There have been hundreds
of thousands of refugees killed for no reason.
Ukraine has everyone's attention right now
with what is going on there, and it is terrible,
but it is also happening in other places around
the world.
The refugee crisis in the world is a social
justice issue that needs more attention because
millions of people are trying to escape death,
horrible health conditions, and limited access
to basic services, education, and job
opportunities; however, the UNHCR (United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees) is
helping by collecting donations from around
the world to help provide enough food and
clothing to refugee’s camps.
Civil wars in many countries like Syria,
Somalia, and Sudan people are dying, houses
are getting destroyed, and hunger is
everywhere. People don’t know what to do
because if they go out of their houses they
might get killed, and if they stay inside, the
houses might get destroyed on their heads.
Overall, it’s a hard decision to make regardless
because, in both scenarios, lives are lost and
people suffer. It became difficult to find
countries willing to accept refugees in the last
couple of years. Finding a place to rest and put
your head on a pillow (which many of us take
for granted) is a struggle for people who were
forced to flee their countries to save their
children's lives.
Refugees go through a lot of bad health
conditions because it’s one of their biggest
struggles. Healthcare is really expensive for
everyone and especially someone who flees
their homeland and loses their job. As a result,
refugees, especially children, aren't able to
give that much time to take care of health
issues. One of the helping resources for
refugees is the UNHCR, an organization that
focuses on the needs of refugees. According to
their website, all the donations that they get
help to provide life-saving humanitarian aid,
like buying medicine and other necessities like
stoves, fuel for heating, insulation for tents,
thermal blankets, and winter clothing.
Considering donating, and helping out. Image
being
in
their 28TH situation.
THUR,
OCT
https://donate.unhcr.org/sg/en-sg/general
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Student Council Elections!
CONGRATS to the following students
recently elected for Brashear Student Council
2022-2023:
Senior President - Daenise Burton
Junior President - Michael Piasecki
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M-PaC CTE Program at Brashear

Contributed by: Mr. Weiblinger

M-PaC itself stands for Multimedia Production and Coding and is a 3-year magnet that our school
offers. The class covers many different aspects of computer programming as well as website production
and editing. The class will teach students how to program in HTML5 and CSS3 for use in web
designing technology and website creation. Students within our M-PaC formatting languages magnet
will be using a variety of different computers from Dells to new Apple Macbook Pros, providing a
dynamic use of technology and an application to more modern careers within the tech industry. Many
opportunities are available to M-PaC students are different occasions such as Service Learning and
helping the elderly with tech problems, different field trips to different universities or college tech
branches, grant opportunities, and a chance at college credit with a competency-based curriculum and
college level projects that require creativity unique to the individual. Below are a couple of
events/activities shared by our students.

Senior Vice President - Ta'Mere Robinson

M-PaC offers certifications such as:

Junior Vice President - Paige Kovacs

Adobe Certified Associate – Web Communication (Dreamweaver)
Adobe Certified Associate – Visual Communication Using Adobe Photoshop

Secretary - Shawn Solomon

MPaC Attends the 2022 StateLevel SkillsUSA Competition

MPaC Participates in 2022
STEM Summit

Pictured above: SkillsUSA fun at Hershey.
There was time in the schedule during the 3 day
competition for a little lighthearted fun.

Pictured above: MPaC students pose with the selfdriving Argo AI car

Treasurer - Zyaire Hartwell
12th grade reps: Daenise Burton, Mandira
Gautam, Zyaire Hartwell, Matthew
Kennard,
Shyah
Massie,
Ta'Mere
Robinson, Shawn Solomon, Kiar Malloy,
and Isaiah Dixon
11th grade reps: Nova Barrowman, Paige
Kovacs, & Michael Piasecki
10th grade reps:
Diamond McGowan,
Ma'Nyjah Rainey, & Taquayla Jarrett
9th grade elections will be held in the fall. We
are always looking for more general class reps.
If you know of any send the students my way
or tell them to send me a teams message
(ameade2).

Contributed by: Paige Kovacs,
Multimedia Production and Coding 1
SkillsUSA was an amazing experience
that I highly recommend: Especially making
it to the State competition. Personally, I
went for Extemporaneous Speaking and
placed second! Other students competed in
the Quiz Bowl competition. We stayed at
the Hershey Lodge for two days, which
allowed us to have slight freedom. My
classmates speak highly of the indoor
waterpark, the arcade, and the large
Hershey store.
Pictured below: SkillsUSA Awards Ceremony.
SkillsUSA put on quite the spectacle when
presenting the award winners.

Contributed by: Madalyn Rajchel,
Multimedia Production and Coding 1
The 2022 STEM Summit was such a
beneficial and exhilarating experience. When we
traveled to The Pittsburgh Innovation Center, we
got a chance to talk to an Argo AI team member
for possible apprenticeship right after college.
Argo AI is trying to make a safer more efficient
world by creating completely self-driving cars,
not to own but to use as a service, such as getting
to school, having groceries delivered, traveling to
the airport etc. We then travel to CCAC North
Campus to talk to a Schell Games representative
about a new program designed to give students a
full scholarship to a virtual reality game design
course at CCAC and apprenticeship during your
schooling. The experience was a great
opportunity, and I am so glad to have had the
chance to go and explore possible future options.
Pictured below: MPaC students being offered a paid
internship opportunity to work for Schell Games while
attending CCAC.
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Work hard. Get Smart.
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Special Times in The Library

Lets get better,
at getting better.
GO BULLS!!!

Our Mission
The mission of Brashear High School is to
cultivate productive members of society by
providing quality instruction, academic rigor and
racial equity.
Brashear will accomplish this mission by
empowering
students,
teachers,
parents,
administrators and community stakeholders to
collaborate on how best to achieve success for all
students.
Our Vision
The Brashear community will engage in study,
work, service, and advocacy to develop global
citizens who contribute to society in meaningful
ways.
Pittsburgh Brashear High School
590 Crane Ave.
Pgh., PA. 15216
Phone: 412-529-7300
Fax: 412-529-7305
For Activity INFO:
Twitter @BrashearHS
Facebook: BrashearHighSchool
Website: pittsburghbrashear.com
Principal: Kimberly Safran
Assistant Principals:
Steve Trivanti - 12th
Jeremy Askin - 11th
Ameeta Schmitt, EdD - 10th
Marlo Robinson - 9th
Activities Director:
Kelley Gavlik (412-529-7314)
Athletic Director:
Tim DiPietro (412-529-7313)

Journalism - The Bull Pen Staff
Kevin Bertram

Raine Annan

Dominic Drewery

Alexus Smith

Naiyanah Allie

Sarah Voelker

Advisor: Mr. Geller

Contributed by Mr. Heywood
What a great time for some special students and teachers at Brashear! Last month, a few
English classes got the opportunity to share their alternative endings with the world wide
famous author, Sharon G. Flake! Of course after the story telling, they got the privilege to
eat some pickled eggs. HA! Thanks, again, Sharon for your graciousness and spirit of
sharing your time and gift of writing. Special shout to English teachers extraordinaire, Ms.
Verdi, Mr. Long, Mr. Kliber, and Ms. Davin Flynn.

State Championships - Unified Track and Field
CONGRATS to Coach Knox & his team for representing Brashear HS at Shippensburg University
over Memorial Day Weekend. After the first day, they were in 3rd place, but were down two
athletes and finished 7th out of 9. They had some personal bests and many students placed in the
top three in their events. Way to go!!!
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Art at It's Best!
Contributed by Ms. Kelley
The Manchester Craftsmen Guild Youth & Arts
(MCGYA) is a nationally recognized arts education and
apprenticeship program located on the Northside, and is
at no cost to students.
Earlier last month, Brashear participated in the MGC
Invitational Art Show. Ireland Joyce was the winner of
the Mountain Meadow Farm award, winning a cash
prize of $500! Rihanna Glover was the winner of the
Eleanor Friedberg Media award for sculptures and
ceramics, winning first place and a cash prize of $350!
Please congratulate all of our students on their
wonderful talent of craft and skill in the arts, and also
everyone that was involved in the show.

Katrina Luffy

THUR, OCT 28TH

Art is beautiful, it reminds you that you're really not alone.

People do not see what they are looking
at, only what they are looking for.

Dakota Kunkle

I REALLY LOVE YOUR ART!

Madison Gargis

Bella Burkhard

Ireland Joyce & Ms. Kelley

Rianna Glover

Gabby Burbano-Smith

May/June 2022
Junior Field Day
A Time to Celebrate Each Other
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Welcome Social Worker,
Ms. Green!

Have an idea for a story?
Want to see your name in print?
Submit a poem, short story, editorial, etc on
a topic of interest AND your work could be
published right here in the next issue of
THE BULL PEN!
Contact us at: ngeller1@pghschools.org

Pictured above, l to r: Haleema Miss, Jean
Alexandre & Ibrahim Shumbusho

Last week, Junior Steering Committee,
under the leadership of sponsor Mrs. Jones,
organized a Junior Field Day to celebrate
the Junior class and recognize them for
their accomplishments throughout the year.
Various games were set-up inside and out,
and students had the option to watch a
movie. Kona Ice was also on the back
patio, and it was a huge hit with staff &
students!
Students were invited if they meet
certain criteria (no suspensions or Period
14's for the 2 weeks leading up to Field
Day) to reward and reinforce positive
behaviors. It was truly a great day to be a
BULL!

Recycling at Brashear
Each week students make their rounds
and gather paper from the classroom
recycling bids throughout the school.
Initiated a few years ago, this worthy
endeavor focuses on reducing the carbon
footprint of our school.
Two of the students (pictured below)
consistently involved are Charlotte Liu and
Diangelo Paez. When asked why he likes
his weekly routine of gathering up paper to
be recycled, Diangelo shared, "The reason I
like to do recycling is to do my part and
help everybody keep the earth and Brashear
High School clean!"

By Kevin Bertram
My senior year is winding down, but for
one of my last assignments in high school,
I was lucky enough to have the opportunity
to sit down and welcome a new counselor
to Brashear!
Q) Welcome to Brashear! What's your first
impression?
A) It's such a huge school, I felt very
welcomed. The staff and students
introduced themselves and I felt very at
home”.
Q) Why did you choose this career?
A) When I was young I was a helper. I am
one to help others with no judgement. I
get really fulfilled by connecting people. I
really enjoy helping people.
Q) Is this your 1st job/position?
A) I've been with the district for 7 years,
working with teen parents, Urban
Pathways, and at Perry & Obama. This is
my first time as a social worker.
Q) What do you like the most so far at
Brashear?
A) I like the student diversity, being able to
connect with different cultures and people
from other places, it's great to interact with
others.
Q) Challenges you encountered?
A) The biggest challenge was going back
to grad school while pregnant with my son,
but I was really determined. The pandemic
we had was challenging for me, getting
acclimated.
Q) What goals do you hope to achieve with
your students?
A) I want to be able to help them to know
themselves.
Q) Advice for students or staff?
A) To not be so hard on yourself, take a
moment and embrace the environment,
listen to your body, check in with yourself,
and don't be afraid to admit you're not ok!
Seek help and talk to people.

Call 412-622-3114

Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh
Teenspace is a welcoming
neighborhood space where teens can
explore their interests and build their
own future without pressure or
expectations.

May/June 2022
Teacher of the Month Social Studies ITL, Ms. Jones

What I like most about teaching is that every day
is different! Also, I like the fact that in addition
to teaching, teachers are able to be involved in
the school community in other ways such as by
sponsoring clubs, which I like to do. Moreover,
what I like most is that teaching is a rewarding
profession - I have the opportunity to support
students to reach their full potential as well as
help them develop traits and skills needed for
future success.
What are your career goals?
I plan to continue teaching for several years to
come, but eventually would like to work in the
Curriculum & Instruction office of a school
district.
Hobbies/interests?
I enjoy hiking, reading, and being outdoors.
Dream vacation?
That is a tough question! Alaska, Norway, or
Switzerland.
If you were not teaching, what would you be
doing?
I honestly have no idea. If I wasn’t a teacher, I
would like a job in which I could work remotely,
travel and spend more time with family.
Where do you see yourself in 15-20 years?
In my dream world I would be retired and
traveling the country exploring national and state
parks with my dog and husband while trying to
find the best coffee shop. But I would most likely
still be working in a Curriculum & Instruction
office somewhere.
Advice for your students?
Take advantage of all the opportunities at
Brashear. We have countless electives (take
Personal Finance!), extracurricular activities, AP
courses, and programs/opportunities offered
through Student Services. Also, to recognize that
staff are helping you develop the essential skills
needed in high school/life after high school, such
as time management, collaboration, critical
thinking, communication, and problem solving.
Lastly, put your cell phone down more often and
be present in the world around you.
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Congrats to these 15 juniors who completed their 1st semester as

dual enrollment students at CCAC!

Sierra Berger
Tania Gary
Anisha Bista
Suman Kami
Alina Grung

Danielle Wells
Sevinch Rozmukhamedova
Awahan Rai
Nishan Darjee
Borauzima Kazimoto

Aidynn Henry
Johan Kilmer
Exauce Mugomoke
Jasmine Desantis-Bravo
Ireland Joyce

When's The Last Time You Read a
Newspaper? Source:www.census.gov

Pittsburgh's Kid

Many Americans may not remember the last time
they stopped by a newsstand to pick up a magazine
or newspaper. Or the last time they passed by – let
alone walked into – a video store.
The rise of digital media and technology has
transformed the way we access our news and
entertainment.
It’s also had a devastating impact on print
publishing industries. The rise of digital media and
technology has transformed the way we access our
news and entertainment.
The latest U.S. Census Bureau Service Annual
Survey (SAS) provides a unique look at the financial
hit these industries took between 2002 and 2020:
Estimated Newspaper Publishing revenue dropped
by 52%.
Estimated revenue for Periodical Publishing, which
includes magazines, fell by 40.5%.
Video Tape and Disc Rental revenue decreased by
88.5%.

For months, the Pittsburgh
Steelers searched across the country
for Ben Roethlisberger's successor. It
turns out he was right in front of
them all along. With the No. 20 pick
in the NFL draft, the Steelers
selected Pitt quarterback Kenny
Pickett, making him Roethlisberger's
heir apparent and the only
quarterback selected in the first
round.
Pickett watched the draft from a
party with his parents and family in
New Jersey, and as soon as he saw
the 412 area code pop up, he knew
where he was headed. I'm very
happy we picked up Kenny I just
honestly think we did not have to
draft QB. I think we should’ve
drafted someone on defense and then
drafted the best QB in round 2. We
already have Mitchell Trubisky and
he is not a terrible quarterback!
By selecting Pickett, the Steelers
avoid potentially making a Dan
Marino-like mistake, when they
passed on the fellow Panther in the
1983 NFL draft. After coming back
for a fifth season, his fourth as a
starter, Pickett exploded for 42
touchdowns en route to an ACC
championship. I'm going to pray that
coach Mike Tomlin made the right
decision by doing this for our city
and our Pittsburgh Steelers football
team! Time will tell...

From Print to Digital
There was a pronounced shift from print to digital
media in the first two decades of this century.
Total estimated weekday circulation of U.S. daily
newspapers was 55.8 million in 2000 and dropped
to 24.2 million by 2020, according to Editor &
Publisher and the Pew Research Center.
As circulation slid so did revenue: Newspaper
Publishing revenue in 2020 was less than half what
it was in 2002, dropping from $46.2 billion to $22.1
billion, according to the SAS. There was a 27.8%
decrease in revenue from 2002 to 2010, and a
33.6% decrease from 2010 to 2020.
Periodical Publishing, which includes medical
and scientific journals, religious and scholastic
magazines, and other specialty publications, took a
similar hit. How do you think things will progress in
the NEXT 20 years?

By Dominic Drewery
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TRACK & FIELD TEAM
Be sure to congratulate the boys' track team
when you see them! Last month they
represented!
Aaron Ford: 2nd in shotput, discus and
triple jump
Tiree Cowan: 6th in 800m and triple jump
Dennis King: 3rd 110hurdles, 4th
300hurdles and 4th in high jump
Chae'mere Snyder: 6th in long jump
4x800 relay: 4th place Kiandre Davis,
Pralesh Bhujel, Tiree Cowan and Jordan
Shaw
4x400 relay: 5th place Kiandre Davis,
Jacob McDow, Tiree Cowan and Pralesh
Bhujel
4x100 really: 3rd place Da Quan ShorterGriffin, Rasheed Saunders, Emanuel
Myers and Chae'mere Snyder
Da Quan Shorter-Griffin: 2nd 200m
Julian Valdez: 6th place 110hurdles
Also, great showings by Kiyoshi Munnell
and Landon Bradford in the field events.
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CONGRATS!
If you see Matthew Phillips or Juan
Aguirre Bedoya, congratulate them on
winning bronze in the boys doubles
championship last month! Way to go,
BULLS! Coach Mallow shared, "Matt and
Juan thoroughly impressed me by winning
bronze despite it being their first year
playing tennis. The whole season was a
new experience for the players and they all
persevered. So proud!"

Seniors 2022!!
By Sarah Voelker
Class of 22’, we are so close to being done with
highschool forever. We are so close to one last week,
one last class, one last lunch. It is something so surreal
and so gratifying. All of us will soon be going our
separate ways in life. Many of us are going to college,
but there’s also many of us going into trades such as
construction or carpentry. There is no “right” path in
life, but just trying to have a plan for yourself will put
you in a good position for your future.
Throughout this year, there have been a couple of
things that our school has done for seniors to celebrate
our 12 years of success thus far. Earlier in the year, we
had an “I have a Plan” breakfast. Students were to tell
their counselor what they planned on doing after
graduation, and if they had a plan, they could attend
the breakfast. It was a very nice event which brought
all seniors together and got us talking about our
futures and lives.
This past week, on May 25th, an award ceremony was
held for seniors and the awards were presented by
department heads along with many others. It was a
very nice night where family and friends had the
opportunity to celebrate the accomplishments of the
class of 2022.
Though next year we will all be in different places, it
is so important to remember all the good, the bad, and
the interesting times we had here at Brashear.
Congrats to the class of 2022, and good luck next
year!

May/June 2022
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The Steel Mills

In the Home Stretch!

By: Raine Annan

By Sarah Voelker

Was Covid for the better?
By: Raine Annan

Did you know that Pittsburgh was once
known as “Hell with the lid off” according
to popularpittsburgh.com. The reason for
this title is because when the steel mills in
Pittsburgh were around, they produced so
much greenhouse gas emissions that you
couldn’t even see down the street because of
how much pollution there was in the air.
You gotta give Pittsburgh credit. We
have come a long way since the 1900s
pollution. My pap-pap told me that things
used to be so bad, that you couldn’t even see
the city, and you could barley see down the
road. If you think about it, today you can see
the city from your house if you live in
Brookline or Oakland, so it must have been
pretty bad.
When I was told this I was shocked,
because I honestly did not know that the
steel mills contributed to so much of the
greenhouse gas emissions in Pittsburgh. If it
gets to the point where you can no longer
look down the street to someone waving to
you, then there is a big problem. Listen, we
may have improved on this conditions now,
but if we continue to be careless with how
much greenhouse gas emissions we put in
the air, in about 20 years we will be looking
at a smokey Pittsburgh again. Do we really
want to see clouds of smoke above our city
every time we walk outside?

Who ever might be reading or looking
at this image I want you to think about
whether you want our city to look this again,
or if you want to change it. Be the change
you want to see.
Photo: brooklineconnection.com

We are currently in our fourth and final
quarter and we are getting close to wrapping
up the 2021-2022 school year! It has been
one long year of twists and turns. So much
has changed from the beginning of the year
and we have all had to adapt to some big
changes.
Compared to the 2020-2021 school year,
this one probably felt relatively normal, but
if we went all the way back to 2018, it looks
nothing like this past year did. We began
this year with mask mandates and are
ending it without one. We have had periods
of time this year where we have had to
move to online school because of covid
cases or specific events. Things such as this
have not happened until this past year, but it
is so normal to everyone now.

I feel that it’s important to recognize all
of the changes students and staff have had to
accommodate to, because it was not easy.
Students have had to change the way they
learn, the way they turn in assignments, and
even the way they attend school. Teachers
have had to change the way they have
taught for years because of the recent events
of the world. None of this has should be
taken lightly because it’s taken lots of hard
work and dedication to get through this year
successfully.
Everyone involved in this school year,
whether it’s a student, a teacher, a
counselor, or a secretary in the main office,
should be very proud of themselves for
making it through yet another school year.
As we close out the year, there will be
many memories that will inevitably stick
with us. We should hold onto those
memories because it will remind us of the
determination, perseverance, and hard work
we have put into this school year!

If covid was so bad how come crime
went down so much? Really look at it, if
you look closely you’ll realize that
shootings went down, along with deaths,
and crime, and all the chaos that would
normally happen. Ever since the pandemic
ended crime has been up more school
shootings more, chaos and more deaths.
Tell me why does a pandemic change the
amount of crime that goes on?
Seriously does this confuse anyone else?
Why can’t a human not be violent, why do
we have to be chaotic as soon as a
pandemic ends? Hear me out if people just
tried to be peaceful and just live life as they
were then would things be so bad? All I
have seen since this pandemic ended is
violence all I’ve sene is death and crime.
It’s almost like people are drawn to
violence, like they can’t seem to live
without it. I know I’m not telling you a lot
of information, and thats because all I have
is questions. Why in the world can’t
humans live in peace? I guess it's not in
their vocabulary.
Yes covid was bad, and yes it killed
people, but crime was at it’s lowest, people
seemed at peace. You can’t tell me you
weren’t happy about crime being down.
Take a look at the world right now, its
falling apart isn’t it?

Yes, I know we can’t control the actions
of others, and we don’t know what's going
on with them, but we could try methods to
make crime go down. Honestly if it takes a
pandemic to lower crime, that should tell
you how messed up this world really is. Do
you wanna live in chaos? Do you wanna
fight everyday because of others? Or do
you want to make a change?

